Copenhagen Fights Flooding with Flooding
by Elisabeth Braw
Oct. 6, 2015: Copenhagen – The Danish capital plans to deal with storms and floods unleashed by global warming by turning its parks into temporary lakes, instead of building more conventional walls and levees to keep out the water.
“Climate change is real, and we’ve already been hit hard by storms, which has cost us a lot of money,” said Morten Kabell, Copenhagen’s mayor in charge of technology and the environment.  “We could build more sewers, but that would be expensive and Copenhageners would get little benefit out of it.  Instead we opted for a green and blue solution.”
The idea, for which initial funding of 71.3 million Danish kroner (€9.6 million) was approved last month, features a network of parks that can double as reservoirs, connected by streets that will channel the water towards the city’s harbor.
That’s a dramatic change from the normal way of dealing with excess water — funneling it through the city’s sewers.  Think of superstorm-hit Copenhagen as a fleeting Venice.
“What we’re creating is a new infrastructure that works alongside the regular sewer system,” said Lykke Leonardsen, the head of the city’s climate unit.  “Sewage will be in the sewers; water will be in the parks.”
The idea works like this: existing city parks will get an architect-designed makeover that will feature plenty of artificial hills and new trees, as well as a lowering of the parks themselves.  The lush landscape will benefit residents on ordinary days.  But when a storm strikes, the low-lying parks will be able to keep plenty of water in place, away from residents’ basements.  City planners call them pocket parks.
In September, the city’s experimental pocket park in the St. Kjeld Climate Quarter — a lab for green and blue ideas — passed the test when a storm struck and neighborhood cellars remained dry.
After a couple of days the water in the St. Kjeld park subsided, channeled towards the harbor by the surrounding streets, whose sidewalks have been raised, leaving the middle resembling a shallow canal.  Such “cloudburst boulevards,” as the Copenhagen city planners call them, will now be built across the city, allowing the temporary ponds to drain.  Each neighborhood will have at least one pocket park and a complementing network of cloudburst boulevards.
If lowering and re-creating existing parks, as well as redoing the street network sounds expensive, Copenhagen’s legislators have concluded that it’s cheaper than trying to keep storms and floods out.
In total, the city estimates that protecting the city the green-and-blue way will cost 1/3 of the 2.5 billion Danish kroner (€268.1 million) it would have to shell out for levees and new sewers.
“Green infrastructure is usually cheap, though in some cases it has to be supplemented by grey infrastructure.  As a result, it’s not just wealthy cities opting for solutions like the ones in Copenhagen,” said Mandy Ikert, head of the adaptation and water initiative at C40, a global city alliance focusing on climate change.
It’s not just an idea being put into action by Copenhagen.  Jakarta now features water parks, while Hong Kong has built massive underground basins with soccer pitches on top.  Rotterdam, located close to sea level, has built a water square, featuring amphitheater-like basins that can hold 1.7 million liters of water and double as reservoirs during floods and rainfalls.  It will also elevate some neighborhoods, install floating buildings, and feature built eco-friendly tidal parks that will keep floods away from houses, while at the same time giving birds protected nesting spaces.
This summer, a densely populated Rotterdam neighborhood that has struggled with flooding, inaugurated a 100-meter long “rain garden,” equipped with special tiles through which the rain can be absorbed.  “The idea is that the flood solution shouldn’t sit empty, apart from the one time per year there’s a flood or cloudburst,” said Ikert.  “This way residents get enjoyment out of climate change adaptation.”
New York, another green-and-blue pioneer, is installing curbside “bio-swales” — deeper-than-usual miniature gardens that function much the same way as pocket parks, absorbing and storing water during floods and storms.
“Researchers have been talking about urban climate change strategies for a long time,” said Stuart Gaffin, a research scientist at the Center for Climate Systems Research at Columbia University.  “But now there’s a growing realization of the importance of cities in addressing climate change, whereas in the past the focus was on agriculture.”
In St. Kjeld, a somewhat dilapidated blue-collar neighborhood, the new park has become a local attraction.  Architects have been invited to design some of the other pocket parks; construction has already begun on 1 and 10 others will soon follow.  “I tell people, ‘You’ll get new meeting spaces, more green, and we’ll keep you safe from the weather’.  They say, ‘Can it go faster?’” Kabell said.
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